,

.
Tossups by Chicago B
1. At the peak of the conflict, the Mughal Emperor Bhadur Shah II was restored to power after a
group of soldiers had overthrown the English garrison in Delhi. This was achieved after a march
instigated by the jailing of a group of soldiers who refused to fire their Winchester rifles. For ten
points, identify. this uprising named for a group of troops in the service of the East India Company
who, on May 10, 1857, came to believe that biting off the end of their lubricated cartridges
was a sacrilege.
A: Sepoy Rebellion (also Sepoy Mutiny)

2. Fatal when inhaled, its properties of being able to dissolve rubber and to be dispersed in a fluid
aerosol form allow it to circumvent the standard gas mask. It is 2-chloroethyl sulfide, its
American abbreviation is HS, and it is known to the French as Yprite (eep-REET) and to the
Germans as Yellow Cross. For ten points, name this substance that causes bleeding from the
nose, blistering of the skin, and eye irritation, a chemical weapon used by both sides during World
War One.
Answer: Mustard Gas

/ "'3 . In August he was honored at the White House in celebration of his 90th birthday and he is a
former presidential ambassador of goodwill. Born in Alabama, he grew up in Kenosha, Wisconsin,
playing the drums. He was given the chance to play with his idol, Louis Armstrong, and, on
their record "Memories of You", he became the first recorded jazz vibraphonist. For ten points,
name this man who went on to expand the Benny Goodman Trio to a quartet and whose "Flying
Home" established him as the King of the vibraphone.
Answer: Lionel Hampton

4. In this/ landmark case, the U.S . Supreme Court addressed the fact that little progress had been
ma~irf desegregating public schools in the 16 years since.the Brown decision. The court decided
tmanimously that non-contiguous attendance zones were permissible to effect desegregation. For
/ ten points,. name this 1971 Supreme Court decision, dealing with the segregation of schools in a
/
major North Carolina city, which established the legality of cross-town bussing.
Answer: Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education (also accept 402 US 1)
.

5. Her name has been applied as a name for the vocal organs of birds and was the title of a piece
of flute music by Debussy. Pursued by Pan, this nymph was turned into a tuft of reeds as an
escape. Pan took some of the reeds and made them into a set of pipes which he named after her,
though they are more commonly known as panpipes. For ten points, name this nymph whose
"temples" held all the good things in life in Rush's 2112 program.
Answer: Syrinx
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on Oct. 13, 1961, he was raised in Chilmark, Massachusetts .. When he was 12, his sister
an experience that would affect him for the rest of his life. After studying
psychology .atOxford,. he joined the FBI. FTP,.who is this FBI agent who is also known
by his colleagues as "Spooky"?
Ans: Fox Mulder

7. After receiving his doctorate from the University of Berlin, he spent 1929 as Economic Advisor
to the Chinese Ministry of Railroads in Nanking, He became widely known when his
developments were used by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1939 to predict how
employment patterns would change as the country prepared for and exited the wartime economy.
For ten points, name this Russian economist who built into Leon Walras' General Equilibrium
Theory his Qwn grid system ofInput-Output Analysis.
Answer: Wassily Leontief

8. He left college in 1900 and began to travel all over the United States, reciting poetry in
exchange for food and money. This lifestyle is reflected in the title of his first published volume. of .
poetry, Rhymes To Be Traded for Bread. Much of his poetry carries a driving, rhythmic beat
when it is read aloud. FTP, who is this poet of "General William Booth Enters into Heaven" and
"The Congo"?
Ans: Vachel Lindsay

9. There are many ~ays of proving this mathematical theorem. Most early mathematicians,
including Euclid and the Chinese, discovered it independently using a diagram resembling a
windmill. More recently, James Garfield formulated another proof involving the area of a
trapezoid. FTP, what is this essential geometric theorem?
Ans: Pythagorean theorem
/

./

10/ f ou are the doctor, and a patient 'has come to you with a persistent cough. They also feel
tj{ed and have lost their appetite. The lab tests that you run indicate the presence of
The cough in your patient is worsening, and they have even begun to cough up
blood. FTP, which disease should you diagnose, a big killer in past centuries and remains so in
many Third World countries?
Ans: _tuberculosis_ or _TB_ or _consumption_

~Myobacterium.

11. Upon his coronation in 1930, he took his name meaning "Power of the Trinity" . By tradition
he was a descendant of King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, and ruled nearly continuously
until 1974, with a hiatus only from 1935 to the end of World War II. For ten points, name this
man, born Ras Tafari, who was the last ruling Emperor ofEthipoia.
A: Haile Selassie I
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12. A native of Parry Sound, Ontario, he played his minor league hockey with the Oshawa
Generals before entering the NHL in 1966. P!aying defense for the Boston Bruins, he was judged
the top rookie.in his first season,.tbe best defenseman in 8 seasons, and in 1969-70 was the
league's top scorer, most valuable player, most valuable player in the playoffs, and member of the
Stanley Cup winning Bruins team. For ten points, name this Boston Bruins defenseman who had
his career cut short by knee problems.
Answer: Robert Gordon ("Bobby") Orr

13 . Prince Florizel of Bohemia and his right-hand man, Colonel Geraldine, pose as street urchins
for their amusement, and get caught up in a sinister card game in which the winner is murdered
and the loser must commit the murder. For ten points, name this short story by Robert Louis
Stevenson, about a club patronized by desperate men who want to die but are unable to kill
themselves.
Answer: The Suicide Club (Prompt on "Story of the Young Man with the Cream Tarts')

14. Having recently been elected to his first term. to the Senate, he attended the Republican
National Convention in Chicago where he nominated John Sherman as presidential candidate. 34
ballots were run before the supporters of Sherman united with those of Blaine to nominate
him against Ulysses S. Grant. Grant eventually lost, and he went on to become president. For ten
points, name this former Minority Leader of the House who was succeeded by Chester A. Arthur
after he was assassinated on aD. C. train platform in 1881 .
Answer: James A. Garfield '

15. Born in Varmland, Sweden, a region often featured in.this Swedish schoolteacher's novels,
this writer taught high school in Landskrona until winning a literary prize from a magazine, and
later, support from the Swedish Academy and royal family. For ten points, name the author
of the children's book, The Wonderful Adventures of Nils, as well as the novels The Miracles of
Antichrist, The Ring of the Lowenskolds, and Gosta Berling's Saga, who in 1909 became the first
woman to r.eceive the Nobel Prize in Literature.
Answer: Selma Ottilia Lovisa Lagerlof

16. It narrowly escaped destruction when Henry V wore it at the battle of Agincourt. It was
given to the Prince of Wales in 1367 by Pedro the Cruel, king of Castile, in gratitude for support
in the battle of Najera, which returned Pedro to power. Set in the Maltese cross on the front of
the imperial state crown of England, it is actually one of the world's largest gem-quality red
spinels. For ten points, name this famous red gem.
Answer: The Black Prince's Ruby

17. Late in life he became a Bl..lddhist monk and adopted the name Lobsang Rigdol. In his youth
he studied philosophy and politics at Oxford and served.in the Royal Navy, but later specialized in
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African anthropology. After several extended field studies in Zaire and Uganda, he wrote The
Lonely African, The Human Cycle, and the best-selling The Forest People. His best-known work,
however, is. about the dehumanization ofa tribe of northern Uganda, the Ik (pronounced, "eek"),
which resulted from the Ugandan government's decision to tum their homeland into a national
park. For ten points, name this contemporary.British anthropologist and author of The Mountain
People, who died in 1994.
.
Answer: Colin MacMillan Turnbull

18. Its current President in exile is Gerhard von Hacht. It dates back to the 900s, and by 1754, it
was the most populous city in Eastern Europe. Located on the Vistula River, it was ruled
alternately by Prussia and Poland until Napoleon made it a free city in 1807. The partitions of
Poland saw it incorporated into Prussia and later into the German Empire. For ten points, name
this Baltic Port which was again declared a free state in 1919 and the status of which was the
immediate cause of Hitler's invasion of Poland in 1939.
Answer: Gdansk (Grudgingly accept Danzig)

19. The Prophet Mohammed, under pressure from Abu Jahl and Abu Sufyan, the most prominent
traders in Mecca, was convinced to add to his revelation a sura granting minimum acceptance of
the pagan goddesses whose shrines were located in and around the Qabba. This sura he later
rescinded declaring it a blasphemy made necessary by political events. For ten points, name these
lines expunged from the Qu'ran which lent their name to a controversial novel by Salman Rushdie.
Answer: The Satanic Verses

20. "All religious organizations exist by selling themselves to the rich," says Andrew Undershaft.
After a long debate about morality and power, Adolphus Cusins adopts Undershaft's name as a
part of a prenuptial agreement with him concerning the title character, and becomes the
commander of the family munitions business. The title character quits her charitable religious
group after learning that they accept donations from brewers and munitions makers. For ten
points, name this George B.ernard Shaw play about religious charity and socialism, and the
Salvation Army.
Answer: Major Barbara

21 . Usually poor in feldspar and quartz, this type of stone is more rich in substances like talc,
muscovite,. chlorite, biotite, and graphite. Most are a green-grey color and all are formed under
stresses that are not equal in all directions as evidenced by well-developed folding and the
orientation of platy materials in parallels. For ten points, name this type unfoliated of rock named
for its tendency to split into layers.
Answer: Schist

22. Take a TV set that receives by antenna. Tum to a dead channel. Then, tum the brightness

.

.......

down almost all the way to complete darkness. One percent of the visible static is evidence of this
event. For ten points, name the source of background microwave radiation discovered by
Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson whose existance was first theorized by Alexander. Friedmann and
Abbe Georges LeMaitre in the 1920s.
Answer: The Big Bang

23 . Originally written in the 1950s as a pseudo-sequel to an earlier work, it was not published
until 1985. It tells the story of William Lee's withdrawal from heroin addiction, his homosexual
relationship with Eugene Allerton, and their trip to Ecuador to score a payload ofyage. For ten
points, name this William S. Burroughs novel, the similarly titled follow-up to Junky.
Answer: Queer

24. It starts with a funeral for a woman which is appropriate, because the title object focuses on
using the living dead to help prevent mankind from developing a bomb that will detonate sunlight.
It earned Golden Turkey awards for Worst Picture, and Worst Director of All Time, Ed Wood Jr.
FTP name this 1959 movie starring Tor Johnson, Vamp ira, and Bela Lugosi.
A: Plan 9 from Outer Space

25 . These come in two types: neck and one-piece. They were used as grave markers and as
prizes in contests. Primarily, they were used as containers for wine or grain. FTP, what is this
two-handled container popular in ancient Greece?
Ans: _amphora_

26. This New Jersey woman may go down as the worst mother in history. On June 6, 1997, she
wrapped her newborn baby into garbage bags and threw him away. FTP, who is the so-called
"prommom"?
Ans: Melissa Drexler

Bonuses by Chicago B
1. Identify the author from a lesser-known work for 10 points, or from a more famous work for
5.
A.

10) The Thin Red Line (1962)
5) From Here to Eternity (1951).
Ans: James - Jones'"

B.

10) Vineland (1990)
5) V (1963)
Ans: Thomas _ Pynchon_

C.

10) Dangling Man (1944)
5) The Adventures of Augie March (1953)
Ans: Saul - BeIIow-·

2. Answer these questions about a particular twentieth century philosopher for the stated number
of points.
A. First, for ten points, identify the philosopher whose works include The Philosophy of Modern
Music and The Authoritarian Personality:
Answer: Thodor Wiesengrund Adorno
B. For ten points each, identify Adorno's colleague with whom he rebuilt the Institute for Social
Research in Frankfurt following World War II and the influential book which they co-authored in
1947, in which they located civilization's tendency to destroy itself in the concept of reason.
Answer: Max Horkheimer
Dialectic of Enlightenment

f

3. Answer the follow~ng questions concerning the October peace deal between Israel and the
Palestinians for the stated number of points.
A. 5) What was the Maryland plantation where the talks were held?
Ans: _ Wye_ Plantation
B. 10) This leader of Hamas was put under house arrest shortly afterward by the Palestinian
Authority for "his recent statements against the Palestinian national interests."
Ans: Sheikh Ahmed - YassinC. 15) BeI!iamin Netanyahu beat a no-confidence vote in the Knesset introduced by this
ultra-con~ervative. party.

Ans:

Mqledet

4. Identify these people associated with the behavior of light for the stated number of points.
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A. For five points, name the winner of the 1927 Nobel Prize for physics for his discovery of an
effect concerning the wavelength of scattered photons. The effect he found was named after him.
Answer: _Compton_Effect .
B. For ten points, what kind of particle scatters the photons and gains energy from them in the
Compton effect?
Answer: electrons
C. For fifteen points, identify the scientist who noted the splitting of spectral lines in the presence

of a strong electric field .
Answer:. Johannes Stark

5. Answer the following about the Saturday Night Massacre for ten points each:
A. Who was the special prosecutor that.Nixon wanted fired?
Answer: Archibald Cox
B. What attorney.general prefered to. resign rather.than fueCox, .beginriing the Massacre?
Answer: Elliot L. Richardson
C. Ultimately, Cox was fired by this man, then solicitor general and later failed Supreme Court
nommee.
A: Robert Bork

6. Identify the following nebulae for ten points each.
A. This nebula contains numerous young O-typ~ stars clustered around four large stars called the
Trapezium and was the first nebula to have been photographed.
Answer: Orion Nebula
B. This nebula in Sagittarius was discovered in 1750, but was not named until Sir John Herschel
provided it with a name indicative of the three dark rifts that join at its center.
Answer: Trifid Nebula
C. Also in Sagittarius, this nebula is so large that light from its included stars cannot penetrate its
boundari~s,

making it appear as a bright nebula superimposed on a larger dark nebula.
Answer: Lagoon Nebula

7. Name the author from works, 30-20-10.
For 30 points, Jesting Pilate, Limbo, Antic Hay
For 20 points, Grey Eminence, Crome Yellow, Eyeless in Gaza
For 10 points, Ape and Essence, Point Counter Point
Answer: Aldous Leonard Huxley
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8. Identify the following about a June 1942 Naval engagement:
A. FTP: The Americans learned that this was the target of the Japanese attack when they decoded
transmission saying that "AI was short on water".
A: Midway Island
B. FTP: Raymond Spruance had to replace this man as one of the American carrier task force
command~rs, because he had come down with a skin disease.
A: William "Bull" Halsey
C (5 each): What 2 Aleutian islands were captured concurrently with the Battle of Midway as part
of a diversionary attack by the Japanese?
A: Kiska, Attu

9. Name the members of the Billiard Congress of America Hall of Fame, 5-10-15.
A. For 5 points: Probably the best-known pool play~r ever, he never actually won a world
championship. Known as a comic, orator, and publicity generator, he contributed hugely to the
populariz,!-tion of billiards. He named himself after the character played by Jackie Gleason in the
film, "The Hustler. "
Answer: Minnesota Fats (also accept Rudolph Wanderone)

B. For .10 points: At the time, the youngest inductee into the hall offame, he won the US
Open four straight years from 1970 to 1973, and the Professional Pocket Pool Association World
Open in 1982 and 1983. He also has a commonly advertised instructional video detailing
impressive trick shots.
Answer: Steve Mizerak
C. For 15.points: He won the pocket billiards World Title 15 times between 1940 and 1957.
He also holds the amazing record for the longest run of balls without missing,~~!
Answer: Willie Mosconi
~

10. Name the person, 30-20-10
30: Working with Dorothy Burlingham at a Hampstead nursery during World War II, this person
founded Hampstead Child Therapy Course and Clinic, in London in 1947.
20: _The Ego and Mechanisms of Defense_ arguing that repression is the principle human defense
mechanism was authored by this psychologist.
10: This woman was the youngest daughter of another famous Austrian psychologist.
Answer: Anna Freud

11 . Identify the following about the 1986 film, _The Color of Money_ FTPE.
A. It was directed by this man whose credits also include Raging Bull and Casino.
A: Martin Scorsese

,.

B. Paul Newman, who starred in the 1961 movie which The Color of Money was a sequel to,
reprised the role of this character.
A: Fast Eddie Fe\son NOTE: Either Fast Eddie, or Felson acceptable on their own
C. Vincent, the young pool player with loads of talent whom Paul Newman recruits, is played by
this actor: .
A: Tom Cruise

12. Identify the Aristophanes pl~y from a brief description FTPE.
A. The women of Athens conspire to kill Euripides because of his offensive plays.
Ans: _Women at the Thesmophoria_
B . A farmer grows tired of the Peloponnesian War and makes a private peace treaty with the
Spartans.
Ans: Acharnians
C. Another farmer rescues the god of Peace from a. pit.
Ans: Peace

13 . The art world has never been the same since the International Exhibition of Modern Art was
held at the Sixty~ninth Regiment Annory in New York. Answer these questions for the stated
number of points.
A. 5) Which painting of Marcel Ducharp.ps, described as "an explosion in a shingle factory"
premiered at the show?
.
Ans: _Nude Descending a Staircase-, No. 2

B. 10) Within two years, which year was the Annory Show held?
Ans: _1913_ (1911-1915 are acceptable)
C. 15) Which prominent Ashcan School artist oversaw the exhibition?
Ans: Arthur B. - Davies-

14. Name the 18th century British novel from quotes, 30-20-10.
For 30 points, 'Good God!' cried my Uncle Toby, 'are children brought into the world with a
squirt?'
.
For 20 points, "Will not the gentle reader pity my father from his soul? To behold such a one, in
his old age, ill-fitted for troubles, ten times in a day suffering sorrow; -ten times in a day calling
the child ofhi~ prayers TRISTRAM! -Melancholy dissyllable of sound! which, to his ears, was
unison to NINCOMPOOP, and every vituperative name under heaven. "
For 10 points, 'L-d!' said my mother, 'what is all this sto.ry about?'- 'A COCK and a BULL,' said
Y orick-'And one of the best of its kind, I ever heard.'
Answer: The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy
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15 . For ten points each, identify the following castles.
A) This Welsh castle is the largest in Great Britain with the exception of Windsor, and is located
in a town once known for its cheese industry.
Answer: Caerphilly
B) Located near Inverness, Scotland, this castle is traditionally held
to be the location.of Macbeth's murder of Duncan I.
Answer: '-' Cawdor
C) This Italian castle contains a famed collection of paintin.,gs including works by Mant~gna,
Bellini, Lippi, Pontormo, Corregio, and Michelangelo's unfinished last work, "Rondanini Pieta".
Answer: Sforzesco

16. The first was a Russian who worked at the laboratories of the Plywood Trust to make more
efficient the distribution of raw materials. The second was a statistician for the British Merchant
Shipping Mission in the US who was working on iI1?-proving the routing of Allied ShippiI},g to
minimiz~ delivery .costs. .
A. For ten points each, name these two Economists who shared a Nobel prize.
Answer: Leonid Kantorovich and Tjalling C. Koopmans

B. For five points each name the .system of maximization devised by Kantorovich and the
analytical technique devised by Koopmans.
Answer: Linear Programming; Activity Analysis

17. Identify the following short stories by Eudora Weltyfor ten points each.
A. First appearing in The Atlantic Monthly in April 1941, this story details the comic conflict
between an old maid and eccentric family members such as Papa-Daddy and Uncle Rondo and
Stella Rondo.
Answer: Why I Live at the P.O.
B. An old woman named Phoenix regularly walks from Natchez Trace to and from town to
provide medicine for her grandson who.inadvertently swallowed lye two years before.
Answer: A Worn Path

C. Her first published story, it tells ofR.l Bowman whose car breaks down in an unpopulated
area and who is given a place to rest by strangers in a secluded house.
Answer: Death of a Traveling Salesman

18. Name the year from events, 30-20-10:
A. 30-point clue: The Lateran Pact affirming Papal sovere.ignty over Vatican City, and Papal
recognition ofItaly as a state with Rome as. it's capital, was signed.
B. 20-point clue: Leon Trotsky was banished from the Soviet Union, and began his exile in
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Turkey.
C. 10-point clue: President Herbert Hoover helplessly watched the stock market crash, begil1ning

the Great Depression.
Answer: 1929

19. Name the characters from the Aeneid, for the stated number of points:
A. For 10 points: The daughter of Latinus, Aeneas marries this princess after defeating Turnus at
the end ·of the Aeneid.
Answer: Lavinia
B. For 5 points: The daughter of Belus and widow of Sichaeus, Aeneas romances this queen
of Carthage for a few months before Jupiter demands that he get on with fulfilling his destiny.
She commits suicide following his departurefrom Carthage.
Answer: Dido
C. For 15 points: The son of Mercury and Carmenta, and father of Pallas, this Greek

settled his people on the future site of Rome. Aeneas allies himself with this old chieftain of the
Arcadians, who helps him become king of the Etruscans.
Answer: Evander

20. For five points each, and a five point bonus for all correct, translate these musical terms.
(Moderator should give credit for something close to the given answer.)
A. . Pesante
Ans: _heavily_
B. Con Sordino
Ans: with mute
C. Piu mosso
Ans: _more motion-' _faster_

D . Morendo
Ans: _dying away_
E. Leggiero .
Ans: Jightly_

21. Identify the ruler, 30-20-10
A. Despite his placing tight controls on foreign travel, it was during his reign that colonization of
Alaska began.
B. He became czar in 1796, governing with military force. He attempted to reverse reforms set
down in his predecessor's reign by censoring foreign books, clothing, art, and music.

C. He was son of Catherine the Great and upon his murder in 1801, Alexander I ascended tot eh
throne
Answer: Paul I

22. Identify the actor/actress from movies for ten points each. Note: each person has won at least
2 Best .Actor/ Actress Oscars, and they won for the movies listed.
A.) Captain's Courageous, Boys Town
Answer: Spencer _Tracy_
B.) The GreatZiegfeld, The Good Earth
Answer: Luise Rainer
C.) To Each His Own, The Heiress
Answer: Olivia de Havilland

23 . Name the element 30-20-10
A. Its nitrate and chlorate are both volatile, burning red, making them useful in tracer bullets. The
heat produced during. the decay of its radioactive isotopes can be converted to electricity as used
in navigational buoys...and spacecraft.
.
B. Discovered in 1790 by William Cruikshank, Sir Humphrey Davy first isolated it by
electorlyzing its hydro<ride with mercuric oxide.
C. The element has a sinister connotation in that its most notorious radioactive isotope will
replace calGiuinin the bones of a victim emitting cancer-causing radiation deep in the body.
Answer: Strontium

24. Givetf a. combination of sex; chromosomes, identify the disorder FTPE . .
A. XXY
Ans: _Klinefelter's_ syndrome

B. XO
Ans: _Turners_ syrid~ome
\

,c.Xyy
A,ns: _supermale_

